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Let L#F be cyclotomic function fields of Carlitz. We show that if LF is
CarlitzKummer, the integer ring OL is free over the associated order as in the
classical cyclotomic Kummer extension. However, contrary to the characteristic
zero case, OL is not free unless LF is CarlitzKummer.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let LF be a Galois extension of algebraic number fields with Galois
group 1=Gal(LF ), then the ring of integers OL in L is a module over the
associated order
A(LF )=[* # F[1]; *OL /OL]
of the extension LF. In several cases, A(LF )-module structure theorems
for OL are obtained. For example, when L is an absolutely abelian exten-
sion of F=Q, see [7, 8]. For relative cyclotomic extensions over Q, the
following result is classical:
Theorem 1 ([3] p. 8, Theorem 4.1). Let m and m$ be positive integers
with m | m$ | m2, and let ‘k denote a primitive kth root of unity. Set F=Q(‘m)
and L=Q(‘m$). Then:
(1) A(LF )= :
/ # 1
OF e/ .






/(#&1) # # F[1],
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Recently Chan and Lim proved without the condition m$ | m2 that:
Theorem 2 ([4.2]). Let m and m$ be positive integers with m | m$. Set
F=Q(‘m) and L=Q(‘m$). Then:
(1) A set of generators of A(LF ) as O[1]-module is calculated
explicitly.
(2) OL is a rank one free A(LF )-module and a free basis can be con-
structed explicitly.
On the other hand we can also consider associated order module struc-
ture problems of some other fields with ‘‘integer rings’’. We investigate
a positive characteristic analogue of these theorems, using the Carlitz
module.
In order to describe our results precisely, we now introduce some nota-
tions. Throughout this paper we fix an integer q, which is a power of a
prime number p. Let k=Fq be the field of q elements. Let K=k(T) and
O=OK=k[T], where T is an indeterminate. For a finite extension F of K,
we put OF the integral closure of O in F.
We define some notions about the Carlitz module. For more details, see
[5, 6].




(3) [T n]=[T] b [T n&1] for n2.
(4) If M(T )=i ai T i, ai # k then [M]=i ai[T i]
We put 4M=[x # Kc; [M](x)=0], where Kc is algebraic closure of K.
It is known that 4M is an O-module under the action u } f =[ f ](u) for
u # 4M and f # O. Under this action 4M becomes a rank one free OMO-
module. We let *M be a generator. If M | M$ are polynomials in O, we
have an isomorphism (1+M)(1+M$) % 1+aM mod 1+M$ [ _1+aM #
Gal(K(4M$)K(4M)), where _1+aM(*M$)=*M$+[a](*M$M).
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2ei), where Pi is an irreducible polynomial of degree di1 in O. Set
F=K(4M) and L=K(4M$). Then:
(1) A(LF )= i q
di ( fi&ei)&1










for 1is and 0 jqdi ( fi&ei)&1.
(We identify Gal(K(4Pifi)K(4P iei)) with Gal(K(4M$)K(4M$Pifi&ei).)







Contrary to Theorem 2, we show that OL is not free, unless LF is a
CarlitzKummer extension (For the definition, see [9]).
Theorem 4. We put M=> Peii and M$=> P
fi
i (1ei fi for all i and
2ej< fj for some j). Set F=K(4M) and L=K(4M$). Then OL is not a free
A(LF )-module.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
The theorem will be proved in a chain of lemmas which are shown
in [1].
Lemma 1. Let E$, E be extensions of K such that E$ over E is Galois. Let
G=Gal(E $E) be the Galois group and A=A(E$E). Suppose that OE$ is a
free A-module (necessarily of rank one). Then A:=OE$ if and only if
det(:_{)_, { # G divides det(;_{)_, { # G for all ; in OE$ . (We will call this : mini-
mal and det(:_{)2 minimal discriminant.)
Lemma 2. Let p be a prime number. Let G=G0 _G1 be a finite abelian
group, where G0 is the p-Sylow subgroup of G. Let f be a function on G with
values in some field E of characteristic p. Then
det( f (_{&1))_, { # G= ‘
/ # G 1
\ :{ # G0 \ :_ # G1 /(_)+ f (_{)+
*G0
,
where 7 denotes the group of characters and * the cardinal number.
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Lemma 3. Let :1 , ..., :t be arbitrary numbers. Let
_n=:n1+:
n
2+ } } } +:
n
t .
We set f (X )=>j (1&:j X ) and g(X )=n=1 _nX
n. Then
g(X)=&Xf $(X) f (X )




q j, where each [ Pj ] is a polynomial in O of degree
(d& j) q j. Especially [ P0]=P and [
P
d] is the leading coefficient of P.
Furthermore, if P is irreducible, then [P](X)#Xqd mod P.
Substituting
G=G0=Gal(K(4M$)K(4M))
in Lemma 2, we get
det(:_{&1)=(TrK(4M$)K(4M) :)
qm,
where m is the degree of M$M.






j & Xqm&q j&*M Xqm,






Therefore *qm&1M$ is minimal, for example. We write ri= fi&ei . We may






e2 } } } P s
es ,
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r2 } } } Ps
rs
#*qm&2&(q&1) j+qd(r&1)+ di eiM$ ((q&1) j+1) mod *M
and the exponent of *M$ is
qm&2&(q&1) j+qd(r&1)+d2e2+ } } } ds es((q&1) j+1)
=qm+(qd(r&1)+d2e2+ } } } +dses&1)(q&1) j
+(qd(r&1)+d2e2+ } } } +dses&2)qm.
Since *qmM$ # *M OL , this implies that ({*M)(*
qm&1
M$ ) # OL . By Lemma 1, if



















This is a contradiction.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We start by proving the prime power case of Theorem 3, that is
F=K(4Pe) and L=K(4P f), where P is an irreducible polynomial of degree
d in OK . We set r= f&ee. Applying the polynomial f (X )=Xq
r
[P r]
(X&1) to Lemma 3, we easily obtain the following lemma.
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([N](*Pr)) j _1+NPe # A(LF ).


























([N](*Pr))l+ j+ *k&lP f .
Since (1Pr) N # OPr ([N](*Pr)) l+ j # O from Lemma 5, {j (*kP f) # O for all
integers k0. This completes the proof.
In order to prove the prime power case, it suffices to show that
OL= j OF {j *q
dr&1
P f , for then OL= j OF {j *
qdr&1
P f #A(LF )*q
dr&1
P f and so















dr& j+k) *qdr&1&kP f +
#\q
dr&1
j&1 + *d dr& jP f mod P,
for 1 jqdr. Since ( q
dr&1
j&1 ) is coprime to p for these j ’s ([10] Lemma 3.8),
the transformation matrix from [* jP f]
qdr&1
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with respect to OF . The prime power case now follows from the above,
since [*iP f] is OF-basis of OL .
For the general case, one can use induction on the number of prime
divisors. (c.f. [4] Section 5)
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